Maternal and childhood asthma: risk factors, interactions, and ramifications.
Asthma is emerging as a premier example of a health risk that can largely be molded by the status of the mother and the environmental conditions encountered during sensitive windows of prenatal and early childhood development. While genetic background, allergic status of parents, and predisposition for atopy and inflammation play a role, early-life environmental conditions can completely alter the course of immune and respiratory system development. Environmentally induced alterations that (1) maintain the Th2 bias seen during gestation, (2) block the maturation of innate immune cells and (3) create inflammatory dysfunction in the infant provide the foundation for childhood asthma. No single risk factor can fully explain the increased prevalence of asthma in recent decades but it is assumed that the rapid increase is due to environmental and/or epigenetic changes. Well-established and suspected environmental risk factors cover all categories of early life interactions from diet, exposure to environmental contaminants and drugs, maternal and neonatal infections, hygiene, timing of vaccinations and even the mode of birth delivery. Because asthma is connected to the risk of several comorbid chronic conditions, the benefit of asthma risk reduction and prevention is greater than initially may be apparent. This review discusses strategies to optimize preventative and therapeutic options across life stages.